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Welcome to the inaugural Innovations column. We are in the most expansive
period of contracting innovation since the mid-1990s and NCMA wants to help
you navigate it. In this monthly column, I will present examples of innovation in and
around the contract management community—all with the goal of bringing you
ideas, approaches, methods, and tools to inspire, inform, educate, delight, and
challenge you to think, explore, and, attempt new things.
This month’s column is by Mike Pansky, Vice-President for Innovation at
U.Group, who writes about a brand new tool he and his team have created to identify COVID-19 risks to the Defense Industrial/Innovation Base (DIB). I’ll leave it to
him to explain the tool, but I challenge you to think of all the different ways it could
be put to use for contracting and more well beyond the DIB.
Mike is a peripatetic data analyst and creator with many years’ experience
delving into and making sense of U.S. federal contracting and contractor data. He
is especially adroit in identifying emerging companies with capabilities that are or
soon will become in demand by defense and other federal agencies. I am happy to
be able to share his smart, applicable, and, in this case, vital creation with you.
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Clearing COVID-19 from
the Defense Supply Chain
How one firm is leveraging its analytical expertise
to help track and assess COVID-19 risk within the
Defense Industrial/Innovation Base.
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To address the challenges the DIB
faces during this pandemic, we’ve
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CASSE.ai’s heatmap of DIB
suppliers to the U.S. federal
government. (Screen capture
from VIMEO.)
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An example of CASSE.ai tracking
COVID-19 risk factors along the supply
chain. (Screen capture from VIMEO.)
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equipment, supplies, and services we
can muster. CM
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Vice-president for innovation,
U.Group—a technology and humancentered consulting company serving the
Department of Defense, federal agencies,
and the private sector.

ENDNOTES
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Editor’s Note: For a demonstration of the
CASSE.ai platform, visit https://vimeo.
com/406924808.
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